
Chapter 4 

Field Types 

Introduction 

In a developed field sysfem the furlongs of arable land were grouped together in blocks 
called the great fields. One of the fields was left fallow in turn and used as rough pasture 
for village animals. In early times the majority of townships had a two- or three-field 
arrangement. It has been suggested that all systems began as a simple two-field 
arrangement, being one year cropped and the other fallow, and later, with increase of 
population, more arable was needed and so a three-field system was devised 1. This 
allowed the sown area to increase from half to two-thirds of the total arable area (33 . 
percent). The evidence for such changes will be investigated. 

The Appendix lists in tabular form the data known about 209 parishes that contain 
274 townships in the county (37 of these townships have no open-field data discovered 
or studied). It has been compiled from the information in the Gazetteer, which describes 
the number of fields and yardlands along with other information for each township. 
Table 5 (below) gives the n~mber offield types by the century. In cases where there are 
more than three named fields but the tilth is known to be two or three course, the system 
is counted as two or three-field. For example Broughton, with six fields, was run as a 
three-course tilth, and has been counted among the 'three-field' systems. Townships 
having two or three named fields without a statement of the tilth have been assumed to 
have had two or three-year cycles respectively. Townships with more than three named 
fields and no statement of cultivation have been classed as 'complex'. Table 5, except for 
its last column, is therefore a list of cultivation or tilth types. The last column gives the 
true number of fields that are complex (having more than three fields). In the main part 
of the table some of these are counted with two- or three-field tilths. 

Two-field systems 

There are many cases of unambiguous two-field systems known, especially before 1500, 
where two fields are named and the land is divided equally between them. Of the 46 
townships where the number of fields is known in the thirteenth century 40 of them, 87 
percent, are two-field. Such an arrangement, then, is the commonest form in early 
times. Exmples are Adstone and Harlestone; Adstone has a late thirteenth-century 
terrier describing exacdy equal division of6 acres between two fields, lying 5 lands in the 
West Field ~nd 7 lands in the South Field2• Harlestone has several published terriers in 
the estate book of Henry de Bray3, which shows that lands were divided equally between 

1 H. Prothero Pioneers and Progress of English Farming (1888) p. 4. 
2 NROKI8. 
3 Th£ Estate Book of Henry de Bray, c.1289-1340, ed. Dorothy S. Willis, Camden Soc., 3rd ser. 27 (1916). 
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Table 5 Numbers of townships and their field (tilth) numbers listed by century 

Century Two-field Three-field Complex Total Complex 
Number Percent Number Tilth no. Field number 

12th 4 100 4 
13th 40 87 6 46 
14th 31 46 35 1 67 3 
15th 12 27 31 2 45 4 
16th 11 14 59 6 76 12 
17th 16 10 115 31 162 50 
18th 11 7 120 30 161 57 
19th 26 5 31 9 

Data collected from the Appendix and Gazetteer 

the North and South Fields. For example, in 1301, 1.5 yardlands had 50 acres each in 
the North and South fields4; 7.5 acres were split as 7 and 8 half acres between the same 
fields5• In another terrier the North Field had 32 acres and the South 336 • All these 
terriers have furlongs listed. 

Survival of two fields after 1500 and to the later period before enclosure is less 
common, 16 two-field townships being identified in the late seventeenth century, 
forming 10 percent of the total. Six clear examples of two-field systems surviving into the 
eighteenth-century until Parliamentary enclosure are known; Aston le Walls, Upper 
Boddington, Byfield and Westhorp, Eyden, and Sulgrave. Upper Radstone and Upper 
and Church Stowe were probably still two-field; the parishes had poorly recorded 
private enclosure. The data for Abthorpe is not certain and Litchborough had two fields 
by default, having enclosed one of its three fields in 1649 leaving two until they were 
enclosed after many delays. 

Late two-field townships are unusual for Northamptonshire; Byfield, had exper
imented with a three-field tilth and reverted back to two. Some Boddington terriers 
describe three 'fields' but one of them is all grass, the arable being run on a two-year 
cycle. All the townships lie in the west of the county away from major rivers. 

The Byfield details are as follows. The parish contained, at Parliamentary enclosure ' 
in 1778-9, a detached old enclosure called Trafford, and the two open townships of 
Byfield and Westhorp7. Trafford formed a separate township and contained 323 acres 
of old closes in 1780; one of them called Old Town, was probably the site of the vill of 
Trafford8. The Enclosure Award reveals that there were two separate field systems of 
Byfield and Westhorp9. 

Byfield township is described from 1633 until enclosure in glebe terriers. It had a 
two-field system with two yardlands of glebe lying in the West Field as 56 parcels of 
arable and 4 of ley, and in the East Field 42 arable and 8 of ley. The same fields are 
recorded in other terriers; in 1688 West field had 40 parcels of arable and 16 leys, and 
East Field 29 arable and 16 leyslO. A terrier of 1705 had East and West Sides with, 

4 Id. pp. 33-4. 
5 Id. p.69. 
6 Id. pp. 8:H>. 
7 NRO Bby 15. 
8 NRO H(H)130. 
9 NRO Byfield 56P /501. 

10 NRO XYZ 529. 
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respectively, 5 acres (11 parcels) and 4.5 acres (10 parcels). There was also once a regular 
order of tenants' holdings (see below). 

Westhorp had a field system separate from Byfield, descHbed in a terrier of one 
yardland made in 161411 • The furlong names are different from Byfield and the fields 
were called North and South Fields. The distribution was: 

Fi£ld 

North Field 
South Field 

Arable 

6 acres arable 
7.5 

Leys 

3.5 acres grass 
4.0 

Total 

9.5 
11.5 

The lands have the same neighbouring landholders throughout the furlongs. 
A conservative approach to agriculture was probably partly cause by the multiple 

ownership of these two townships, with no resident lord wishing to bring about 
'improvement' by introducing three fields; the parish appeared to run itself through the 
vestry. Soil quality may also have had encouraged continuation of two fields (see the 
discussion below); the experiments changing both Byfield a~d Westhorp to three-course 
tilths in 1640 and 1666 were deemed to be unsatisfactory and two fields were resumed 
(the Gazetteer). 

In some townships a two-year cropping cycle was maintained even though there were 
more than two field names; Culworth had two fields in 1295 and in 1552, but terriers of 
1486 refer to three fields. Analysis of the furlong names shows that the third one was 
small and therefore not likely to be an equal partner in a three-field system. It is probably 
only a locational name, there still being a two-course rotation in 1486. 

Three-field systeIlls 

Early three-field systems are not common, none being identified during the 12th 
century, data only being available for 4 townships. There are 6 instances of three fields, 
13 percent, known out of a total of 46 townships that have thirteenth-century infor
mation. They are Braybrooke, Brixworth, Clopton (with multiple fields run as a 
three-course tilth), Ecton, Naseby, and Armston. 

The number of three-course tilths continues to increase steadily with time, being the 
predominant form in the eighteenth century, when it reached 75 percent of the total 
(120 out of 161). The proportion was probably even greater, because 15 percent (20 
townships) had multiple fields of unknown cropping regimes and many of them may 
have been three course. 

In spite of the predominance of three-tilth cultivation by the eighteenth century, 
there are not many instances of townships with continuous records of unchanging 
three-fields over several centuries, Brixworth and Wollaston stand out as unusually 
complete and stable examples, having three fields from the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries until enclosure in the 1780s12• Other townships with well recorded three-field 
townships in the fourteenth-century and later, are Ashby St Ledgers (changed from two 
fields in the fourteenth century), Bamwell (split between two parishes), Higham Ferrers 
and Naseby (these two have gaps in the late medieval data). Braybrooke had three fields 

11 NRO Bby 80 and Bby 83. 
12 These two parishes were among the first places receiving detailed studies in the 1970s, so giving this writer 

a false impression of the predominance of straight forward three-field systems. 
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from the twelfth century until 1649 when one field was enclosed and the remaining area 
was divided into three cropping areas. 

In all the 209 parishes listed in the Appendix 1, only 39 have an arrangement with 
one vill and one three-tilth township with three named fields in the eighteenth century. 

Multiple fields 

Multiple fields are a complex class. The field numbers are further broken down in Table 
6. Many of the late examples will have been run as three-course tilths, the multiple 
names being of locational significance only. In the absence of a clear contempory 
statement showing how such fields were run, uncertainty remains. The table lists places 
with more than three named fields that are not known to run as three-tilth systems. In 
the eighteenth century there were 26 multiple-field townships cropped by three-course 
systems, they do not appear on Table 6. 

J\i few of the multiple fields probably represent two townships that had been 
combined (as has been proved at Barnack), or places that once had separate fields for 
villeins and demesne. Geddington had four fields in the fifteenth century and five in the 
eighteenth century; tenants of 1 714, holding what was formerly villein land ~f the 
crown, had their land concentrated in three of the five fields. Separate field systems 
probably existed. The four fields of Crick (run as three-field so not listed in Table 6) are a 
clear example of a demesne being involved with multiple fields, but with an extra 

Table 6 Townships with multiple fields 

Place Century 
14 15 16 

Apethorpe 8 
Ashby Mears 8 
Aynho 
Bamack 
Barton Earls 
Blisworth 
Brackley 
Castor 5 5 

Ailsworth 3 4 
Creaton 
,Ecton 
Everdon Great 
Farthingstone 
Geddington 4 
Hardingstone; West Fields 
Haddon West 
Hartwell 
Irthlingborough 6 
Islip 
Lowick 
Newnham 
Pattishall 
Peakirk 
Silverstone 
Sywell 
Watford 

Murcott 

17 18 

4 4 
5(4) 5(4) 

7 9 
7(5) 7(5) 
4 4 
5 5 
4 5 
4 4 
5 5 
5 5 
4 4 
5 
5 5 
5 5 

6 
8 4 
6 6 
5 

6 
5 5 

4 
4 

4 ' 
5 6(5) 
4 

6 

Possible explanation 
19 for complexi9 

4 

Assarting 
Overlapping fields? 

Township amalgamation 
Newnham type? 
Assarting 

5 Assarting 
Assarting 
Newnham type? 
Newnham type? 
Amalgamation? 
Newnham type? 
Two systems? 
Newnham type? 
Newnham type? 
Assarting; part enclosed 
Two townships? 

Two townships? 
Double field system of 2 and 3 tilths 
More than one township? 

Assarting? 
Newnham type 

Newnham type 
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complication of overlapping fields. Two of the four fields were in common with the 
villeins and the lord, one each of the remaining two were used exclusively by either the 
lord or the villeins, emphasized by the names Hall Field and Hain Field. So there were 
two interacting three-course tilths. This example is so far unique, but other cases may lie 
hidden in multiple fields, as at Mears Ashby. 

A fairly common multiple-field system is a five-field type, of which Newnham forms 
the best recorded example (fully described below). Such arrangements were actually 
double field systems, a two-field and three-field running side by side. Newnham arose 
because of the need to deal with its soil types; the rather barren 'red land' (sandy 
ironstone) used to grow rye required. fallowing every other year, but clay and limestone 
soils at N ewnham were able to support a three-year rotation, with less fallowing. Several 
townships with fiv~ fields had two 'rye fields', often equal in size to each other, but 
smaller than the other three fields; these are very likely to be in the same five-field class. 
Examples ·are Earls Barton, Creaton, Ecton, Farthingstone, and Hardingstone West 
Fields. 

Four course tilths may have occurred at Aynho, Mears Ashby, and Watford. 
Assarting may be the reason for multiple fields in townships within or close to 

woodland. In the Rockingham Forest region Apethorpe, Islip and Lowick occur in 
Table 6, and three-course tilths with multiple fields also occurred at Brigstock, Bulwick, 
Glapthorn and King's Cliffe. Similarly Brafield (three-tilth), Silverstone, Blisworth and 
Hartwelllying next to Salcey Forest may have fields taken from assarts. A woodland 
lying on the eastern border of the county and almost completely removed by the early 
Middle Ages, was called the Bruneswald. There are multiple fields lying next to it, but 
except for Clopton, they are all late (Ashton, Hargrave, Newton Bromswold, Ringstead 
and Rushden) and may have arisen in an attempt to equalise soil quality, rather than 
represent assarting. All the 'Bromswold' multiple-field township.s are three tilth. 

During the seventeenth century later there were many modifications of fields made 
with the intention of improving yields. The experiments at Newnham seem to have 
have been a practical method of discovering the best number of fields in terms of 
frequency offallowing. At Finedon the 11 fields of 1739 seem to be the result of dealing 
with disparate soil types. Light well-drained ironstone soils lie in the west, where there 
were ryeborough hills furlongs, contrasting with heavy clay on the east. Although culti
vated in three tilths the fields do not lie in three contiguous blocks, the tilths being made 
up fields scattered in various parts of the township (Figure 7). 

Cotterstock and Glapthorn are another complex example. There seems to have been 
only one field system from the fifteenth century, the demesne always being run as a 
three-course tilth. The demesne lay in 18 blocks that were indifferendy called 'fields', 
'furlongs' or nothing. In 1634 seven of the areas were called 'fields'. The use of the word 
in this township seems to be for locational purposes only. It is possible that many of the 
small fields were taken from woodland by assarting. 

Changes fr0111 two-field to three or 1110re fields 

There are many cases where there was a change from two to three fields, but often not 
even an approximate date for the change can be established from the available 
evidence. Among those fairly well dated are five townships that had their fields changed 
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East Haddon 

Hardingstone 

Figure 7, examples offield types; for more detail see each parish in the Gazetteer. 
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from two to three during the fourteenth century; Ashby St Ledgers, Broughton, 
Harlestone, Harpole, and Kislingbury. 

Ashby St Ledgers was two-field in the thirteenth century and had three fields n3.Qled 
in 1330 and 1337 in separate charters. All three field-names do not occur together in 
one charter until the fifteenth century, but from ' the distribution of furlong names 
among the fields it is likely that there were three by 1330. 

Broughton had two fields in 1259 and 1317. A Middle Field is first recorded in 1336 
and thereafter the evidence accords with there being a ~ree-course tilth, although the 
actual field names are complicated. Harlestone was two-field in 1300 and three-field by 
1410 (see below). There is no indication when the change took place. Harpole had two 
fields described in an undated 13-century charter copied in the cartulary of StJames' 
abbey, Northampton. There was a three-course tilth by 1338. 

Kislingbury had a two field system changed into a three- field arrangement before 
134013. There were two fields in the thirteenth century, according to a terrier of2 acres, 
2 half-acre parceh lying each in the East and the West Fields 14. Three fields had been 
formed by 1340 when the distribution was; East Field 3.75 acres in 11 parcels; South 
Field 4 acres in 11 parcels; West Field 1.5 acres in 5 parcels 15. Although the distribution 
of lands between the fields is uneven, a genuine three-field arrangement seems likely 
because an inquisition of 1360 refers to a demesne of three carucates of which two parts 
were sown 16. A full terrier of the demesne made in the fifteenth century describes the 
same three fields l7 , and they continued unchanged until enclosure in 177918• 

Culworth was claimed by Gray to be another Northamptonshire vill that changed 
from two to three fields in the fourteenth century. It is true that three fields are named in 
terriers of 1333 and 151019 but the lands in two of the fields have a similar area, when 
added together, as the third. The same distribution occurs in 1486, where North, South 
and West Fields had 34, 9 and 20 parcels respectively20. Only two fields are named in 
1553, one yardland being split between the North and South Fields as 55 and 66 
roods21 . Three fields were again described at enclosure in 161222, when their sizes were 
given as North Field 781 acres, South Field 402, and West Field 483 acres. Since South 
and West Field areas add up approximately to that of North Field, a change to a 
three-course rotation seems unlikely, West Field being only a 10cational name. 

Harlestone changed from an evenly balanced two-field arrangement in 1300 to an 
irregular three-field system by 1410. The e~rly evidence comes from several terriers, 
mentioned above, in the' estate book of Henry de Bray23, which shows that lands were 
divided equally between the North and South Fields. 

Before 1410 these two fields were changed to a three-field system, but no details are 
recorded. In 1410 the three fields were_ stated to be unequal in size and an agreement 

13 First noted by Gray 1915, p. 79 and confirmed here with more evidence. 
14 BL Cott. Tib. E v f.30b; a 14th-century copy. 
15 BLAdd. Ch.22,078. 
16 NRO M(TM) 760; a copy of &.1611. 
17 BL Cott. Vesp. E xvii £.301-4. 
18 NRO map 2853. 
19 BL Add. Ch.44,241; 44, 354. 
20 NROAa33. 
21 NROAaI8. 
22 NRO F(C) 43. 
23 See f.n.3. 
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was made to rearrange them24• The six lords and the representatives of the 'village 
community' agreed as follows: 

In ancient times damage was born in the arable fields because of the [unequal] quantities in 
each third year [when they] were fallow or set for profit. Therefore for improvement in the 
arable furlongs and to increase the amount of corn [obtained] when they were sown, an 
agreement was made between the abbot ofStjames', Northampton, Robert Lumley, the lord 
ofBolymer, Laurence Dyve,john Lumley and William Coveley, lords oflands and houses in 
Harlestone, and John Campion, Richard Colyn, Robert Sebot, Simon Young,john Ponder 
andjohn Teken for the men and vill ofHarlestone, who agreed the following orders. In the first 
year (next following) the fallow will lie next to Oldelondwey, extending to Coldwell ford and to 
N ewbotel field and then descending to Thorpendale and to Haspold together with lands called 
Rycroft, T otehill and Spelbrok. In the second year, the fallow will be the parcel ofland between 
the Haspold to the outside end of Thorpendale with all of Smalforlongehethe, Osgod
forlonghethe and le Westmede and through Holmwey to the end of the village. In the third 
year fallow will be, all between Holmewey to Haysiche to the watercourse next to Bryngton 
wey to Pitforlonge, all lands next to Pitforlonge to Brampton wey falling to Lakewey and to the 
end of the village. One field should be left waste, another set with wheat and barley and the 
other with peas and beans. The rest of the lands in East Field will lie as they did anciently. All 
meadow and pasture in the three fields shall be separate when they are sown and in common 
when they are fallow. Robert Lumley concedes that the pasture called Spelbrook used to be 
separate between Whytewelstile and Abbotes yerde below T otehill, but now in the third year it 
shall not be. Robert Lumley, Laurence Dyve and William Coveley have other separate lands 
and each wishes to make a close around them to keep out the beasts ofHarlestone men, but if 
beast do break in they will be impounded. 

Disputes will be settled by a majority of9 men;john Leversty,john Wirley, Robert Assen, 
Henry Assen,john Phippe,john Fox andjohn Clerk for the lords, andjohn Campion and 
Richard Colyn for the vill. 
The agreement should hold for 6 or 8 years 

The agreement held for at least a century, for on the back of the parchment are the 
names of 9 men who enforced it in the years 1490 and 1504. Details of pieces of lands 
given and exchanged to widen the roads 'for the better passage of carts' (in 1410) are also 
listed. These were additions of lands fro~ furlongs lying next to a road, and pid::es of 
greens or waste. 

This is an 'interesting and important record of regulation and improvement of the 
open fields. It shows, too, that there was a village 'community' and that the improve
ments were not the work of a single powerful lord acting through his manorial court. 
Improvements were not likely to be seignurial in a village such as Harlestone where the 
lordship was fragmented into six separate parts. The document, nevertheless is not an 
actual act of creating three fields out of two. Such a record for Northamptonshire does 
not occur until the seventeenth century. 

In spite of the organisation ofHarlestone into a three-field arrangement, the fields did 
not survive until enclosure, and the evidence for the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries is confusing. From ·1618 onwards the glebe halfyardland had the following 
distribution: 

North Rie Field 
South Rie Field 
Redland Field 
Wheathill Field 
Wood Field 

0.5 acres in 
4.5 

12.25 
6.75 
1.5 

1 parcel 
6 

22 
8 
4 

24 NRO NPL 2; printed in Latin in Eng. Hist. Rev., 37 (1922) pp.406-13 byJoan Wake. 
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Superficially, this looks like a five-field post-medieval system with two fields for 
growing rye (see Newnham), but, when the acreages are considered, there seems to be a 
reversion to a two-field system with one of the fields split up and described by several 
names. 

Many townships had three fields before the sixteenth century, but no information 
survives whether they had two fields at an early date. In other places there were changes 
from two to three fields, but no close dating can be found. Rushden had two fields in 
1324 and 1327, and three in 1573 (the Gazetteer), and Staverton had two fields in 1240 
and 1488, changing to three before 1733. The two fields ofThornby recorded in c. 1210 
had been changed to three in 1613, but not a single record survives for the intervening 
centuries. the places where fields changed from two to three since the fourteenth 
century are: L. 

Addington Great 
Badby 
Boddington Lower 
Bowden Little 
Byfield 
Evenley · 
Flore 
Greens Norton 
Newnham 
Morton Pinkney 
Raunds 
R.ushden 
Staverton 
Thomby 
Titchmarsh 
Welton 
Woodford Raise 

1319- 1610 
1636 
1686-1701 
1434-1612 
1640 and 1666 (both temporary) 
1225- 1550 
1203- 1684 
1635- 1720 
1618 
1566- 1601 
1327- 1686 
1327- 1571 
1488- 1733 
1210-1613 
1362- 1603 
1341- 1618 
1587- 1621 

Among the few documented cases where a field-system was changed, the most 
interesting is N ewnham, which had two fields until 1618. The principal change was to 
make it three field, except for the furlongs used to grow rye. It was decided to allow these 
areas to remain two field (item 11 below) and run the remamder as three fields. The 
result was that five fields were created that had two independent cropping systems. 
Without written evidence this probably could not be determined; analysis of a single 
terrier with five fields would give no indication of the cropping. 

The details ofNewnham are as follows. An agreement was made on 24thJanuary 
1618 by the townsmen of Newnham 'for the well orderinge of the feild'25. 

It is agreed by the parties whose names are underwritten that the common feild ofNewnham 
shaIbe devided into three viz a come feild, a pease feild and a fallow feild. The West Field to 
begin at Badby Feild side west to Starton way southe the middle of the parsonage peeice [sic] 
east the bottom of the hill north and the North Feild from the top oflange and downe flaxell 
way and soe downe the church hadland to the nether end of north brooke and downe to 
Norton Feild for the first Feild. The Midle or second feild to begin at the middle of the 
parsonage peice to petill way downe the centre of roundhill and soe to London lane end and the 
Mill Feild to goe with the Middle Feild. The East or third feild from petill way downe to the 
meddowe and from the towne to J?odford pastures. 

25 NRO Th 154. 
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The document continues with a list of field orders of the normal type. 
Another series of agreements was made in 1620. The level of stinting was reduced to 4 

great beasts until Michaelmas and then there was to be 1 bullock or breeder to a 
yardland; sheep were reduced to 40 in summer and 44 in winter, with 16 ewes and 
lambs only from 26th May until 11 November when lambs counted as sheep. These 
changes were necessary because the area of fallow for rough grazing was now reduced. 
Four heeches (separated areas, tilths) were to be taken out of the fields and the document 
goes on to describe a four-field arrangement in the furlongs26• There is no statement as 
to how thes.e fields were run; it was probably a four-field cycle since it ran for four years. 

The first to begin in the west field at a butt of Henry Goodman in Cawdewell and from the west 
side of the 8th land [of] Mr. Thomas Choyling and that way the whole west feild likewise in the 
North feild to begin at the middle of a furlong called prattige at the land of Thomas Smith soe 
downe Norbrooke to bowland hedge for the same. 

The second to begin on this side of Norbrook to aspen way balke soe to come between the 
church way in the west side and the towne downe to Newmans Lane to the come feilde. 

The thirde to begin at Thomas Goodmans pikes so by Pettite way linto baulke and downe 
cattwell baulke betwixt John Church and William Berry to the hadland; and the 

Fourth from linto and puttwell balke along pettite way to the townebridge and along to 
allibrige furlonge roundhill and cattwell. 

A series of similar orders was made as before, and added at the end, was an order that 
all lands' ends were to be cut short (to be left as grass). 

The first agreement was made between the most influential farmers in the village; the 
lord of the manor was absentee, in debt, and not involved (Richard Chetwood of 
Chetwood, Bucks. He owed more than £7,000, including £844 to 'Mr. Thornton')27. 
The witnesses Gury) were John Thornton, Thomas Smith, William Turstian, Robert 
Hedge, Henry Russhall, John Russhall, Manley Rysshall, Henry Hickson, Thomas 
Hine, Thomas Chaplyn, Richard Williams and William Berie.John Thornton was a 
major freeholder who soon after purchased the manor of Newnham28, as well as 
Brockhall. The Russells were considerable freeholders and their family had been at 
Newnham, Badby and Weedon Bec since the fourteenth century. 

These two changes in the fields seem to have been experimental, in the first case the 
three-field arrangement lasted for three years, and the subsequent four-field system 
lasted for four years. Each time the system came back to what it had been before 1618. 
The village farmers were then able to compare the results of successive, two-, three-, and 
four-course tilths between the years 1615-24. 

The most suitable system seems to have been a three~course tilth, for in 1625 three 
fields were created again, with the limits described similar to those of 1618, followed by 
orders repeating those of 161629• The Rye Fields were to continue as a two field 
arrangement and the grass the same. Sheep pastures were to be Lange, Musewell, 
Ramwell and Short Layes, and were to be so for 6 years. 

The same three fields continued in use, described again in 1641 along with orders, 
when the Middle Field was to be sown peas30• The arrangement was to last for 18 years. 

26 NRO Th 156. 
27 NRO Tb 543. 
28 NRO Tb 541, Th 544, Th 551, between 1628 and 1631. 
29 NRO Th 157. 
30 NRO Th 158. 
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An undated agreement31 for three fields probably fills the gap before 1641. A renewed 
agreement made in 1697 referred to thatofl678 when three fields were to remain for 18 
years and 'finding great profit and advantage' they should hold for another 18 years32. 
The fields were again described with variant detail. In I 718 another agreement creating 

. three fields for 18 years occurs along with a list of orders33 . Yet another agreement was 
signed in 173634. So, from 1625 there were cycles of 18 years until 1715 when three 
years are unaccounted for until the 1718 agreement. It is likely that three-fields were so 
well established that the village forgot when the last agreement ran out, not intending to 
make any further changes. 

Neighbouring Badby also had its fields changed. Articles of agreement were made on 
14th April 1636 that Badby fields should be divided into three parts35• This seems to be 
the first time. it was done; it followed the changes at Newnham, and like that township 
was initially for a short time only (six years). It was lead by the lord, Richard Knighdey, 
who was the first signatory anq gave wood for gate construction. 

First it is mutually agreed by & between the said Inhabitants That the feilds of Bad by shall att or 
before Candlemass next be devided into three parts or feilds and soe contynued for six years 
nowe next ensuinge and from then for a longer tyme if the said Inhabitants shall thereunto 
consent & agree. 

The remaining items of the agreement, paraphrased, were: 

Every inhabitant on 3rd May for the six years should abate 1 cow and 8 sheep per yardland, 
and pay 18d per cow for the bettering of the cow common. The quartem lands were to abate at 
the same rate, and those with only a quartem and the cottagers should pay 18d for the cow 
common. 

The Down was to be enclosed 'forthwith'; the cottmen were to pay for their own and the 
remainder was to be paid for by the rest of the inhabitants. 

Every lane or other passage to the fields was to be walled and gated at the expense of the town 
except for the wood 'which Mr. Knightley is pleased to bestowe'. 

Four people were to be overseers of the orders and new overseers were to be appointed each 
year. 

No geese were to be kept in Badby for six years but be 'put away' before 25th March following. 

The witnesses to the agreement were Richard Knighdey and 13 others. The agree
ment had its last year in 1641, and may have continued longer, or there could have been 
reversion to two fields. 

In February 1649 a renewed agreement was made between the inhabitants of Bad by 
'for the common good utility and profit of the landholders and commoners there', that 
was to last for 18 years (until 166736). The details are printed in the Gazetteer. Of 
interest is agreement item number 10, referring to the uses of the 'town plough'; 'there 
shall be a town plough bought and provided to furrow the fields [probably mark out the 
grass ends oflands] and cleanse the watercourses at the charge and with the assistance of 
the inhabitants before 23rd April.' 

31 NRO Th 162. 
32 NRO Th 167. 
33 NRO Th 170. 
34 NRO Th 169. 
35 NRO Th 1604. 
36 NRO Th 708. 
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The witnesses to the agreement were Richard Knightley, John Thornton, and 23 
other villagers. In view of the glebe statement that there were two fields in 1684 it seems 
that this three-field system did not continue, although three fields were again introduced 
in the eighteenth century. 

Arrangements similar to the Newnham five-field system may be behind other 
eighteenth-century five-field systems. Often they were the deliberate results of improve
ments, as at N ewnham, made by the major landholders and owners, and not necessarily 
by the lord. Seignurial authority was sometimes devolved to lessees or the major tenants, 
as at Rushden where the owner was the Duchy of Lancaster, whose officials did not 
normally take any interest in local matters, provided that events did not affect fixed rents 
or manorial rights. Weedon Bec is another example where the chief lessees of an 
institutional lord were almost certainly the initiators of change. 

Townships that were partially enclosed usually modified the remaining fields, as at 
Braybrooke and Morton Pinkney, which had enclosed one' of their three fields in the 
seventeenth century. Morton Pinkney had two fields from c. 120'0' to 1566 changing to 
three by 160'1. One of these was enclosed in 1624 leaving two again, but by 1753 the 
area had been rearranged into three fields, only to be obliterated by complete enclosure 
in 1761. None of the actual field events are recorded except the two stages of enclosure 
(the Gazetteer). 

The evidence for a generalllledieval change frOIll a two- to 
three-field arrangelllent 

Early writers on field systems assumed the validity of the 1888 statement made by 
Prothero, that there was a normal and widespread progression from two to three fields. 
It was seen as a response to population pressure; by increasing the amount of cultivated 
land more people could be supported. If this were really the driving force causing field 
modification, then most townships w01:lld have changed to three fields during 1250-
1350', when population was at its maximum. Gray gave several examples of field 
changes during the period, and it has been subsequently accepted that most field 
systems did change before 1350'. Fox37 challenged the evidence for this view, reassessing 
Gray's data. 

Gray38 qu~ted two examples of changes from two to three fields between 1250-1350', 
Puddleton, Dorset (1291- 2) and South Stoke, O~on, (1240-1), and Fox provided 
another for Podimore, Somerset, in 1333. Many <;>f Gray's other examples have 
difficulties in assigning a change-over date to this period with certainty . Fox showed that 
actually there were only ID clear cases, and, in Northamptonshire, these included 
Culworth and Kislingbury. However, the analysis of Cui worth shows that it is unlikely 
that there was a change, so leaving only 9 authenticated cases. It is therefore doubtful 
that there was ever a widespread change caused by population pressure. Fox notes that 
Walter of Henley made no comment on such matters, even though he was writing a 
manual on how to run profitable agriculture. 

The tenet that change from two to three fields would increase the yield by 33 percent 

37 H . S. A. Fox, 'The alleged transfonnation from two-field to three-field in medieval England', £C. Hist. Rev., 
2nd ser. 39, 1986, pp. 526-48. 

38 Gray pp. 79-1. 
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is true mathematically but of doubtful validity in practise. Three-field cultivation 
intensifies the use of the arable and decreases the area available for fallow grazing. In 
regions where soils were poor quality , such increased use of the arable might actually 
cause a decrease in the yields, and a three-field system wotIld not be the best practise. 

The Northamptonshire evidence supports Fox's findings. There are only four cases of 
a change from two to three fields during the period 1250-1350, Culworth having been 
dismissed and Harlestone not being closely dated. Although there is a dearth of 
examples of individual villages or townships with precise . dates known for when their 
fields were changed, the evidence of Table 5 clearly shows that there was a smooth and 
continuous movement to three field systems until the end of the seventeenth century. 
There was not a widespread change in the early fourteenth century, ceasing in about 
1350, that might be associated with population pressure, abruptly removed by the Black 
Death. 

To test the theory of the coincidence of poor soils and two-field arrangements it 
would be expected that on poor soils two fields would last longer than elsewhere, and 
regions with good soil would have three fields at an early date. This can be seen to be 
true, even on the local scale; in the central Nene Valley Wollaston and Higham Ferrers, 
lying on the valley side with rich soils and ample meadow, had three fields in the 
fourteenth century, whereas their near neighbours Rushden and Raunds, located 
farther from the river with most of their arable lying on heavy clay were then two field. 
All four parishes had three-field townships by the seventeenth century, as did the whole 
of the central and lower Nene Valley region. Contemporary evidence that field changes 
were made with the expectation of better yields is confirmed by the men ofHarlestone in 
their 1410 agreement (above), and Newnham farmers said they had had 'great ad
vantage'in 1697. 

All the known cases of two-field townships surviving until the eighteenth century are 
in the far south west of the county, with poorer soils, very limited meadow grazing, and 
with high proportions (40 percent) of grass leys. The detailed seventeenth-century 
evidence from Newnham shows that experimentation occurred to determine which 
system best suited the conditions, and a three- course tilth was chosen (with the rye fields 
left as two-field). The seventeenth-century experiments with conversion to a three
course tilth recorded at Badby and Byfield seem to have failed in the case of Byfield, a 
two-course system presumably being judged the most satisfactory. Badby eventually 
adopted three fields in the early eighteenth century. 

It is concluded that townships adopted whatever system best suited them, the greater 
number being two-field in the thirteenth century, with a slow change to three fields (or a 
three-course tilth) in most of the county before the eighteenth century. Two-field 
cultivation remained in parts of the west where there were soils based on heavy clays. 

Am.algatnation of townships 

Field rearrangement of a different type occurred where two townships were joined to 
form one field system. The two clearest examples are Weedon Bec and Barnack. 

At Weedon, there are two vills, Upper and Lower Weedon, and four fields were 
named during the fourteenth century, with land distributed in the earliest terriers 
suggesting that there were two two-field systems, each for Upper Weedon and Lower 
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Weedon39• Further evidence that there were two field systems comes from a reference in 
1322 to a quarter yardland in Nether Weedon40, suggesting that it was a separate 
township. Later records confirm that there were four fields in all, two associated with 
each vill, and that there were separate field systems for Upper or Nether Weedon. Thus 
in 1522 a messuage and 0.25 yardland in the village and fields of Over Weedon were 
recorded in a copyhold transaction41 ; in 1578,2 yardlands in Over Weedon and 3.75 
yardlands in Nether Weedon changed hands42• 

The fields remained separate systems until February 1582/343 after which they were 
amalgamated into a single system for both setdements. In September of that year and 
always thereafter yardlands were described as beipg 'in Over Weedon and Nether 
Weedon'44 or simply 'in the fields of Weed on' even though the houses and closes were 
still specified as being in either Upper or Lower45 • Also in the same year a set of field 
orders refer to the 'new hadeways and balks'46. The orders were no doubt made to 
regulate the new arrangement; none of this type had been mentioned before. 

No record discussing or ordering the rearrangement survives, so it is not clear 
whether the impetus came from the owner, Eton College, or from the local lessees of the 
demesne, or the tenants. It was very probably the lessees, who were Thomas Judkin, 
Richard Wave andJohn Gifford, yeomen of Weed on. Richard Wave was steward for 
several years as well as co-lessee; he was in a strong position to recommend and organize 
such a change both with the tenants, his neighbours, and the College, his landlord and 
employer. 

The new fields are not specified as being three at first but three fields are recorded in a 
1607 demesne survey. The 'field towards Stowe and the Field towards Everdon' are 
mentioned in 161947, which are two of the three names used in a glebe terrier of 162748, 

the other being the Field towards Dodford. The same three names were used until 
enclosure in 177649. A rearrangement from two two-field systems to a single three-field 
one therefore occurred in 1583. 

Changes of this type are not commonly recorded, but more evidence is being 
discovered. Such events are probably disguised by having no clear record other than the 
existence of multiple fields. This is the case at Barnack and Pilsgate. Many fields are 
described in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but in the fourteenth century 
each place had separate field systems, being amalgamated during the fifteenth century. 
The event is unrecorded other than in the field names and by terriers that list furlong 

39 Eton College Records (ECR) 27 167 mm.8, 9; ECR 27 181 m.6. 

Field Acreage 

Date 1325 
North Field 1 rood 
East Field 2 
South Field 2.5 
West Field 3 

40 EeR 27 167 m.2. 
41 ECR 27 208. 
42 ECR 27 232 m.4. 
43 ECR 27232 m.21. 

1326 
4r. & 1 butt 
4 
7.5 
8 

44 ECR 27 249 m.l, for half a yardland. 
45 ECR 27 249 m.6. 
46 ECR 27 250. 
47 ECR 27 268. 
48 NRO Weedon Bec glebe terriers. 
49 Quality book in NRO X852. 

1383 
2 roods 
2 

' 2 
2 
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names of both systems together instead of separately. The details are explained in the 
Gazetteer. 

The absorption of the Cottons township into Raunds and Ringstead probably 
occurred in fifteenth century also. The morphology of part of the fields reveals that the 
Cottons had their own township (Chapter 8), but terriers and surveys show that the 
present boundary was in existence by 1591. Tenurial studies of a Raunds field book of 
1739 identifies more of the boundary, and a furlong on the Cotton side had been 
appropriated into Raunds by 1433 (see the Gazetteer for more detail and references). 

Bradden seems an unlikely case to have had complex fields, being so small. However 
there were two separate field systems, one of them substantially enclosed in 1509, the 
remainder of the open land was then amalgamated with the other system (the 
Gazetteer) 

Among the multiple-field systems that remain unclassified, there is a regional distri
bution. Many of them lie in forest areas, particularly Rockingham. A likely explanation 
for their field numbers is that assarting of woodland shared in common had occurred, 
and there was not a simple laying out of fields on an open landscape, as was likely in the 
champagne townships. Supporting evidence is to be found in the Apethorpe region 
where King's Cliffe and Wood Newton had complex intercommoning rights with 
Apethorpe, and arable lands were intermixed in parts of their fields. 

Complex fields also occur in the Peterborough region. As explained in Chapter 7, this 
area had a different type of field organisation. There were many townships in a parish 
and, as seen at Bamack, there may have been township amalgamation leading to 
multiple fields. 
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